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Affinity diagramming is widely applied to analyze qualitative data such as interview transcripts. It involves
multiple analytic processes and is often performed collaboratively. Drawing on interviews with three practitioners and upon our own experience, we show how practitioners combine multiple analytic processes and
adopt different artifacts to help them analyze their data. Current tools, however, fail to adequately support
mixing analytic processes, devices, and collaboration styles. We present a vision and prototype ADQDA, a
cross-device, collaborative affinity diagramming tool for qualitative data analysis, implemented using distributed web technologies. We show how this approach enables analysts to appropriate available pertinent
digital devices as they fluidly migrate between analytic phases or adopt different methods and representations,
all while preserving consistent analysis artifacts. We validate this approach through a set of application
scenarios that explore how it enables new ways of analyzing qualitative data that better align with identified
analytic practices.
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INTRODUCTION

Affinity diagramming (also known as the KJ method [36]) is a spatial clustering technique where
analysts manually move around and group individual data items based on their similarity or
relevance to a shared topic[6]. It has been applied for a wide variety of tasks in different domains,
such as Human–Computer Interaction (HCI), anthropology, and management[6, 43, 57, 60]. It is
generally applied for three kinds of purpose [32]: to elicit diverse input, such as in brainstorming or
project planning; to organize data into known categories; and to analyze data, where people exploit
spatial organizations to help them make sense of unstructured and seemingly fuzzy qualitative
materials, such as interview transcripts. This work focuses on this last category.
Many activities are involved in building such understanding from collections of data: analysts
need to closely examine original materials; make highlights or annotations while reading; extract
related pieces of information to put them in space; experiment with different kinds of arrangements
to explore conceptual alternatives; they might also build higher level diagrams to abstract the
emerged concepts, etc. Fig. 1 shows a real analysis environment customised to support various
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Fig. 1. An example analysis using paper, where the user has customised the environment to support various
analytic activities and representations in qualitative sensemaking. Source: Sarah Scarsbrook.1

activities and representations with paper tools1 . The overall sensemaking process is highly iterative [52], where analysts switch back and forth between different analysis phases and views, such
as to refine their mental models, collect additional evidences, or test alternative hypotheses [42].
The analysis artifacts could also hold various connections. For example, a participant’s quote in a
sticky note might make little sense without its context in a transcript. Current tools, however, tend
to treat the analysis activities and artifacts as discrete pieces. Transitioning between these phases
involves too much friction, effectively linearizing this iterative process. For example, refining codes
in the source data might break the existing layout in any corresponding affinity diagrams.
Qualitative data analysis is characterized as a dynamic, intuitive, and creative work [4]. Many
additional factors may come into play: whether the analyst is working alone or collaborating with
others; what kinds of analytic methods they prefer; whether they are working in the same location
or from remote work sites; the tasks they are engaged in; or available devices. When working
on a common analysis project, different collaborators might adopt different tools, methods, and
data representations, and they might tackle the analysis from different perspectives [41, 61]. Even
a single user often needs to adopt different conceptual methods or transition between different
contexts, such as when appropriating different devices in the office and from home, etc.
Current tools focus on specific aspects of affinity diagramming, but do not address the holistic
process of qualitative data analysis. Choosing one tool often means compromising the other factors
stated above. For example, many continue to prefer the traditional paper approach due to its
ability to be spread out in available space to extend the “space to think” [2]. Yet, it is difficult
to share remotely, search the context of a quote snippet, or manage different diagrams [32, 35].
Digital affinity diagramming tools, such as Affinity+ [14] or Miro2 , focus on the clustering tasks
without considering other analytic phases such as coding. Qualitative data analysis tools, such as
MaxQDA3 or NVivo4 , support diagramming analysis in conjunction with coding practice, but are
often desktop-based and limited to a single user, single device.
In this paper, we present a vision and proof-of-concept system ADQDA (Affinity Diagramming
for Qualitative Data Analysis), a cross device, collaborative affinity diagramming tool for a fluid,
holistic sensemaking process. In our vision, users may seamlessly transition between different
analytic phases or adopt various methods and representations, all while preserving consistent
analysis artifacts. Users may work alone or adopt different collaboration styles depending their
situated needs. They may any appropriate available digital devices as they fit their tasks at hand.
For example, they may use their wall in conjunction with a laptop, phone, or tabletop as they
need space to think [2] or to display related information. ADQDA applies the concept of shareable
1 https://theartsjournal.net/2019/03/28/the-coding-cave/,
2 https://miro.com/

accessed 10 Sep 2021.

3 https://www.maxqda.com/

4 https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo-qualitative-data-analysis-software/home
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dynamic media [40] in multi-surface environments to allow the dynamic distribution of different
devices across multiple users and tasks. Changes are synchronized live across devices to all users.
To facilitate a seamless transition between different analysis activities and representations, ADQDA
preserves a consistency between related artifacts as they arise in the process. We further design
various multi- surface interaction techniques to reduce the cognitive demand of users when iterating
between different analytic views, and offer awareness mechanisms to solve potential cognitive
breakdowns of collaborators. The contributions of this work are:
• a design space for affinity diagramming tools for qualitative data analysis, drawn from our
own experience and from interviews with practitioners,
• a vision for fluid, holistic, cross-device qualitative data analysis that reflects the iterative
nature of sensemaking of qualitative data across multiple analytic phases;
• a proof-of-concept prototype, ADQDA, implemented as a distributed web-based system using
Webstrates [40], and
• a series of demonstrative scenarios that show how ADQDA realizes this vision and can
potentially facilitate richer, deeper qualitative data analyses.
2
2.1

RELATED WORK
Affinity Diagramming Practices & Tools

Type of tasks. The term affinity diagrams captures a variety of practices, with different purposes and
procedures [32]. By investigating real-world affinity diagramming practices with 13 participants,
Harboe and Huang found that, when used “To Analyze Data,” such as from surveys, field interviews
and observations [1, 10, 42, 50], it tends to be more cognitively intensive with relatively large
numbers of notes and a longer duration [32]. ADQDA focuses on affinity diagramming for qualitative
data analysis, where the notes in a diagram are extracted from already exist materials. Many current
digital diagramming systems, such as AffinityTable [27] or Affinity+ [14], focus on brainstorminglike scenarios where the notes depict ideas that are generated as a part of the process.
Extending space to think. When dealing with increasing numbers of notes, space constraints are
often a problem [32, 35, 43]. With paper tools, people often appropriate available space, such as by
spreading out to other walls or tables [35, 43]. Digital tools, however, “... [are] thought to restrict
users to the confines of a pre-determined space such as a desktop instead of using any and all space
available to them” [35]. Some diagramming tools, such as Miro2 or MURAL5 , use an infinite canvas
to facilitate an ever-expanding diagram, but remain limited to a single window’s viewport. The
AffinityTable [26] combines two large displays, one vertical one horizontal, yet they play a fixed
role in the analysis process. The MindMap [44] supports ad hoc combination of personal phones
to build shared mind maps during brainstorming. Different strategies are adopted under space
contraints, such as only working on one part of a diagram at a time or omitting less important ones,
which can hinder the analysis [32, 38]. ADQDA, instead, allows users to extend the space by adding
in additional available displays and flexibly combining them to suit for their analysis tasks at hand.
Transitioning between analysis activities & representations. Sensemaking is an iterative process,
where analysts switch back-and-forth between different analysis activities and phases [52]. Affinity
diagramming as a specific sensemaking technique inherits this nature [6]. Current tools, however,
rarely consider the holistic process, bringing friction to such transitions. For example, Harboe
et al. found their participants spent as much time just copying highlights to sticky notes as on
the analytic task itself [32]. Tools can help transform paper notes to digital ones [26, 39] or vice
versa [34]. Tools like Paper++ [45], PapperlappApp [30, 31], and Affinity Lens [58] apply a hybrid
5 https://www.mural.co/
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approach that interweave the physical representations and digital power. Much of today’s data are
collected initially in digital forms, transforming directly between digital systems is also required.
Many current digital diagramming tools consider scenarios where inputs are primary ideas—as
in brainstorming—rather than data items extracted from documents. Additional tools, such as word
processors, need to be integrated in the process. Transitioning data from one system to another
is often more cumbersome than just using import, export functionality. This disconnection could
lead to cognitive breakdowns or otherwise hinder the analysis. Judge et al. [35] observed that
“Even if interview transcripts are available to users, as the number of notes increases, it becomes
impractical to look up the meaning and context of notes.” They suggested to attach snippets of
original transcript to the notes. ADQDA aims at facilitating various kinds of transitions by applying
different linking mechanisms, cross-device interaction techniques, and awareness mechanisms.
Collaboration. Affinity diagramming is often performed collaboratively [6, 35, 54]. The number of
users can range from a small group of two, to a group of more than twenty [32, 43]. Paper tools
constrain users to a shared location. The GKJ [46] system automatically digitizes paper affinity
diagrams to facilitate later sharing. Digital tools, such as Distributed Designers’ Outpost [25] or
Miro2 support remote collaboration on the same diagram, and provide extra awareness mechanisms
such as shared cursors or shadows of the remote collaborator for presence. ADQDA aims to support
flexible collaboration modes. Analysts can work alone or collaborate with colleagues either in the
same location or from remote places. ADQDA further allows asymmetric collaboration, where
multiple analysts can work on different phases and views while maintaining a consistent analysis.
2.2

Various Sensemaking Approaches & Tools

Affinity diagramming, as a specific sensemaking technique might be used together with other
approaches, such as coding, which is more structured and embedded in documents [16, 22, 55].
Two common analytic strategies are often applied: open coding—also called substantive coding
or grounded coding—as an inductive form of analysis, emphasizes gradually identifying themes
and concepts that emerge from data to construct new theories [13, 18, 19]; and closed coding—also
called a priori coding or template coding— takes a deductive approach where codes are created
beforehand based on certain theoretical frameworks or pre-existing knowledge and are used to
frame the data into a coherent construct [21, 37].
In practice, practitioners often blend the two into different variations as suitable for their own
analysis needs. For example, they may begin with a set of a priori codes based on interview
questions and iteratively add to them as new themes emerge. Elliott observed “the most pragmatic
researchers will typically use both in a single research project” [24]. Blair found that a combination
of these two can reduce confirmatory bias since they “speak to, and counter, one another” [8].
Chandrasegaran et al. [17] showed how the processes of Grounded Theory [20] parallels Pirolli
and Card’s sensemaking model [52], where analysts iteratively switch between bottom-up (from
data to theory) and top-down (from theory to data) activities. Both coding and diagramming or a
mix of the two could be adopted to these models based on concrete projects.
Commercial computer-aided qualitative data analysis software, such as MaxQDA3 , ATLAS.ti6 ,
and NVivo4 , support both coding and diagramming. Despite providing rich functionalities, such
as using machine learning to identify potential interesting themes, they impose a certain analytic
sequence, often linearized with coding before diagramming. They are also limited to a desktopbased, single-user model. ATLAS.ti Cloud7 provides web-based live collaboration, yet it does not
support diagramming. ADQDA allows users fluidly blending diagramming and coding across all
6 https://atlasti.com/

7 https://atlasti.com/2019/02/26/live-collaboration-in-atlas-ti-cloud/
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analysis stages. Analysts thus can adopt flexible approaches depending on their mental models and
contextual needs.
2.3

Artifact Ecologies in Collaborative Sensemaking Activities

Real-world analytic processes are often dynamic, with users arbitrarily joining in any analytic task
among a network of activities [32, 43]. Bødker and Klokmose’s Human-Artifact Model emphasizes
studying heterogeneous devices as part of an artifact ecology where “one can dynamically interplay
with others and with users’ web of activities” [9, 15].
Interactive surfaces, such as mobile phones, tablets, laptops, tabletops, and wall-sized displays,
are becoming increasingly accessible and pervasive in our daily life. Different types of devices
have their own affordances and technical capabilities in terms of form, size, input modalities and
precision. Brudy et al. [11] classify diverse devices as Ad-hoc/Mobile, Semi-fixed and Fixed, based
on their degree of support for dynamic changes and reconfiguration. Scharf et al. [56] categorize
these devices based on ownership, access, and distance. These characteristics make different type
of devices more suited to certain collections of tasks and interactions, and are often combined as
an ecosystem for complex tasks and knowledge work [15]. Smaller devices offer better mobility,
portability and privacy [29], are often used at a personal scale and can mediate the interactions
with large displays in multi-surface environments; larger displays, by contrast, allow simultaneous
access and can present more information, often acting as a shared sensemaking space [5, 12, 33].
Built on the concept of shareable dynamic media, Klokmose et al. introduced Webstrates [40], a
malleable, collaborative environment, where each user can dynamically modify and extend the
environment from within. Badam et al. developed Vistrates on top of Webstrates and demonstrated
how heterogeneous devices can be flexibly combined to support dynamic activities around data
visualization [3]. ADQDA, built on Webstrates as well, focuses on the device ecology in the context
of qualitative data analysis using affinity diagrams.
3

DESIGN SPACE ON QUALITATIVE SENSEMAKING

Drawing from our own experience and interviews with practitioners, we present a design space that
helps to describe the various kinds of activities, methods, and artifacts in qualitative sensemaking,
and to understand the painpoints analysts suffer. Drawing upon the analysis and design space, we
present our vision for qualitative analysis tools.
3.1

Informal Interviews

As researchers in the HCI field, we have used affinity diagramming as a principal analysis method
for taxonomic or interview-based studies published at flagship HCI conferences. One author has
experience spanning 15+ years with the method, using both paper and digital tools. We further
conducted informal interviews with two HCI researchers and a sociologist with rich experience
using affinity diagrams. Figure 2 demonstrates the type of analysis tasks they described and the
methods and tools used.
In our interviews, participants shared photos, videos, or websites of affinity diagrams generated
in their past projects. We further walked through the process used to generate them. The goal
of the interviews was to better understand how our participants used affinity diagramming in
their research and to tease out potential painpoints they had experienced. We then showed them
an initial version of ADQDA with rudimentary support for creating basic affinity diagrams on a
wall-sized display. It included the basic abilities to import notes or images, collaboratively organize
them on a multitouch wall (or with a mouse and scrollbars on a desktop computer), and add
textual annotations. (The primary affinity diagram view shown in fig. 5(2) is based on this initial
version.) This part of the interview was aimed at helping participants to project themselves into
5
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Participant

Domain

Types of tasks

Raw materials

Extract notes from
raw materials

Methods
applied

Tools used

P1

Sociologist

Cluster social network
diagrams

Images

No

AD

Paper,
Wall-sized interactive display

P2

HCI

Interview-based
studies

Interview
transcripts

Yes

Coding + AD

Paper,
Wall-sized interactive display

P3

HCI

Identify meaningful
categories

Texts & Images

No

AD

Paper,
Miro

Authors

HCI

Taxonomic or
interview-based studies

Interview
transcripts

Yes

Coding + AD

Paper,
Wall-sized interactive display

Fig. 2. The type of analysis tasks and the raw materials our practitioners cope with using affinity diagramming,
and the methods, tools engaged (AD: Affinity Diagramming).

the experience of conducting digital affinity diagramming on a wall-sized display, even if they had
used different tools for their own analyses.
As fig. 2 shows, when applying affinity diagramming to analyze qualitative data, the notes in
a diagram come in two forms: those being extracted from their original contexts, such as notes
containing participants’ quotes from interview transcripts, and those as independent data items,
such as the sociologist’s diagrams. We observed that they share some similarities. For example,
practitioners in both cases explored multiple different ways to cluster their data, yet the former
case involves the extra conceptual method of coding with its additional analysis activities and
challenges. Our contribution primarily focuses on this case, where affinity diagramming and coding
are combined.
3.2

Design Dimensions

We identify five dimensions in such analytic processes that help describe the various aspects
engaged in qualitative sensemaking: (A) analysis phases, (B) conceptual methods, (C) analytic lens
(D) modes of collaboration, (E) and types of devices used.
(A) Analysis Phases. Along the horizontal axis shown in fig. 3 are the core analytic phases: (1)
extract related data items from raw materials (this phase is omitted in cases like P1 and P3), (2)
assign data items into categories (often called codes), and (3) draw connections between categories
to form higher-level concepts.
Some analysts may perform open coding (starting from the first phase and moving right). Others
may perform closed coding (starting from right and moving left). Frequently, the two are mixed. No
matter the strategy applied, users may seamlessly flow between these different phases in arbitrary
order. For example, codes or concepts could be updated as more data items are extracted (e. g.,
transition from phase 1 to 2 or 3); insights derived in one coding system could trigger the creation
of another focused on a specific concept (e. g., loop inside phase 2) or could trigger a new pass over
the raw transcripts (i. e., from phase 2 to 1); the emergence of new concepts or hypotheses could
lead to collecting more data (e. g., from phase 3 to 1), such as conducting additional or follow-up
interviews, etc.
(B) Conceptual Methods. While we focus on using affinity diagrams to analyse data, we have seen
practitioners mix the two conceptual methods—coding and diagramming—in a flexible way during
different phases of their analysis. As in fig. 3, coding processes (in blue) represent analysis activities
which are more structured. Such coding often entails highlighting text segments in the documents
(phase 1); annotating highlights with keywords or tags (phase 2); and organizing or structuring
6
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Code
Code
Hierarchie
Hierarchies
s

Coding Process
Affinity Diagramming Process

Codes
Codes

Data Structure

Codes

Diagram
Diagram
Hierarchie
Hierarchies
s

Label

Highlights

Label
Theme
Notes
Notes
Notes

Tasks
Activities
Tasks

Notes
Original
Materials
Analysis Phases

1) extract data items

2) assign data into categories

3) form higher-level concepts

Fig. 3. A design space for sensemaking tools: (A) analysis phases, along the x-axis; three primary analytic
phases for qualitative data analysis; and (B) conceptual methods, such as coding (in blue) and affinity
diagramming (in orange) as complementary methods for analysis. (C) Analytic Lens, multi-faceted analysis
shown as stacks of coding systems or affinity diagrams. The links between phases and representations show
the transitions and iterations between them during the sensemaking process. (D) modes of collaboration and
(E) types of devices. Users arbitrarily join in any analytic task among a web of activities, and appropriate
pertinent device for situated tasks.

those codes, such as into a hierarchy (phase 3). Affinity diagramming processes (in orange) are
more spatially-oriented analysis activities, where the analyst uses “space to think” [2]. Data is
extracted from their source and transformed into notes that can be arranged spatially (phase 1).
Analysts cluster these notes into groups, often with theme notes to summarise the abstract ideas
of a cluster (phase 2). These theme notes can be further clustered to form higher level concepts,
resulting in hierarchical diagrams (phase 3).
Coding and diagramming enable different kinds of complementary analyses, and both contribute
to the cognitive interpretation of the data. In coding, ideas can be quickly recorded while reading.
Highlights and margin codes are embedded in raw materials, maintaining their surrounding context.
Diagramming, on the other hand, frees the analyst from the structure of the source document,
helping to explore alternative connections and categorizations of the data—at the cost of this context.
The placement of notes or the distance between them can convey extra conceptual messages.
Instead of following a certain analysis sequence, such as generating first level codes using coding
while higher level concepts using diagramming, we found that participants (P2, Authors) often mix
them in a more flexible way. For example, when discovering a new theme during diagramming, P2
described coming back to re-code the source transcripts to look for more occurrences that might
have been missed. The choice of methods also depends on their situated contexts, such as using
coding when working on the train and switching to diagramming when in the office.
(C) Analytic Lens. We found that analysts may need to view data through more than one lens, such
as testing the fit of different ways of structuring the data [55] (P1); structuring the data from the
perspective of different analytic questions (e. g. strategies involved vs. tools used etc.) [10] (and
P2); or partitioning the analysis across individual participants [42]. These analytic practices result
in multiple coding schemas or multiple affinity diagrams. We represent them as stacks of coding
systems or affinity diagrams in our design space in fig. 3. These diagrams often hold various kinds
7
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Analytic Phases & Conceptual Methods (A & B)
Supports
diagramming on
large surfaces

Supports coding
documents
DistributedDesigner’s
Outpost

✓

A nity+

✓

Miro

(desktop-size viewport
of in nite canvas)

Analytic lenses (C)

Maintains coherence Maintains coherence
in transition across between coding and
analytic phases
diagramming

Maintains coherence
across alternate
analyses of data

Collaboration modes (D)
Supports real-time
remote collaboration

❍
(Phones, tablets are used as
ephemeral input devices)

✓
❍

✓

Paper

✓

✓

ADQDA

✓

✓

Devices (E)
Can dynamically extend
interactive space with
new devices

✓

❍

MaxQDA

Supports
asymmetric
collaboration

(One-way, linear;
New codes break
existing diagrams)

❍

(One-way, linear;
New codes break
existing diagrams)

✓
(In terms of physical spaces)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Fig. 4. A comparison between different affinity diagramming and qualitative data analysis tools. Orange:
diagramming-centric tools. Red: coding-diagramming tools. Symbol ✓: well-supported in the system. Symbol
o: partially supported, or cumbersome.
❍ Means can manage to do it in an awkward way, or partially support

How about show
di erent part of a
diagram in di erent
devices ??

of relationships based on the users’ mental model. For example, analysts might want to put two
diagrams side-by-side to compare them or to synthesize them into a new diagram.

(D) Modes of Collaboration. In real-world practices, the analysis practices could be highly dynamic
in terms of number of collaborators and their mode of collaboration. Based on our interviews and
experience, some analysts might partition the data to work on distinct subsets at a given time;
others may work on a first level diagram while a colleague simultaneously works on a higher level
diagram; some use coding while others use diagramming. They may engage in the same or different
phases or activities, using the same or different conceptual methods, in the same location or from
distributed work sites, using various coordination strategies adapted to their mode of collaboration.
(E) Device Types. Different types of devices play unique and crucial roles in supporting different
analytic tasks within the sensemaking process. Coding interview transcripts might make most
sense when using a keyboard and mouse or a digital pen, whereas affinity diagramming may be
more natural when using a touch display. Depending on the context, users should be able to adopt
any appropriate and available device for the task at hand. Moreover, just as paper tools can be
spread to walls and tables when analysis requires “space to think”, users should be able to combine
different types of available digital displays to extend the space for analysis.
ffi
ff fi

3.3

ff

Painpoints—Or: What Current Tools Lack in This Space

The identified design space helps us to understand where current tools lack support. To demonstrate,
we pick four representative systems of their types: Affinity+ [14], a research prototype for digital
affinity diagramming; Distributed-Designer’s Outpost [25], a digital whiteboard supports remotely
organising notes in space; Miro2 , a commercial online collaborative whiteboard platform; and
MaxQDA3 , a commercial computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (fig. 4).
Analysis Phases & Conceptual Methods. Current tools tend to require users to choose a certain
analytic method (e. g. affinity diagramming or coding) or follow a specific analytic sequence (usually
coding to get lower level concepts, then affinity diagramming to discover higher level concepts).
Current digital diagramming tools benefit from the extra space of a large, interactive display to
cluster notes, but any coding must typically be performed in another tool, with their associated
import, export, and data munging challenges. Tools do support both, as MaxQDA, seem to assume
8
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that users perform coding before diagramming. Changes made in coding alter the spatial positions of
affinity diagrams. As one user in one of MaxQDA’s own tutorial videos comments, “when MaxQDA
brought the new coding results into the project, it re-sorted all the groups into alphabetical order
for reasons I don’t entirely understand.”8
Analytic Lens. Diagramming-centric tools focus on scenarios where collaborators engage in a same
shared diagram. While most tools allow the creation of multiple diagrams from the same data,
they are typically treated as independent diagrams. As such, iteratively going back to a different
phase of analysis, such as re-coding the data, would require manually updating the diagrams
accordingly. MaxQDA provides rich model templates in MAXMaps, and does support associating
multiple diagrams to the same data, but, only allows one active diagram at a time. In addition to
the desktop-size limitation, it does not support tasks such as putting two diagrams side-by-side to
compare them.
Modes of Collaboration. Tools like Affnity+ or paper constrain collaboration to a co-located space.
Tools that support distributed, real-time collaboration, such as Distributed-Designer’s Outpost and
Miro, break this constraint, but assume collaborators all work on the same diagram. In MaxQDA
and Nvivo, collaboration is done by passing work between team members. These tools can not be
flexibly adapted to different collaboration needs, such as asymmetric collaboration where users
might simultaneously work on the same analysis session but with different methods or views.
Device Types. In diagramming-centric tools, analysis activities often take place in a large, shared
display, such as wall-sized display or tabletop, or on an infinite canvas as in Miro and Mural; small
personal devices, such as phones, tablets, are often used as ephemeral devices for collecting input,
but they do not extend the diagramming space. Most QDA tools, on the other hand, mainly focus
on a desktop-based, single-user model. Though users can bring in a secondary screen to extend the
analysis, it must run on the same machine and often only support one open window of each type
at a time. We are not aware of any other tools besides paper that supports the ready addition of
extra available displays to extend the analysis across phases and representations.
3.4

A Vision for Qualitative Sensemaking Tools

We envision digital tools can support qualitative data analysis as a fluid, holistic process, where
users can seamlessly migrate between different analytic phases or adopt various analytic methods
and representations, all while preserving consistent analysis artifacts. In our vision, users may
work alone or adopt different collaboration styles that suit their context. They may appropriate
any available devices as they are suited to the analysis tasks at hand (and conversely adapt their
analytic methods to the devices at hand). In an ideal world, the barriers to following the arrows in
Fig. 3 should be intrinsic to the analytic process or to the affordances of available hardware, not
imposed by the constraints of the software used.
4

ADQDA SYSTEM

To demonstrate our vision, we design and implement a proof-of-concept prototype, ADQDA9
(Affinity Diagramming for Qualitative Data Analysis), a collaborative, distributed web-based system
using Webstrates [40].
8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qK7juDLnrUw,
9 The

accessed 10 Sep 2021.
source code: https://github.com/jiali77/ADQDA.
9
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Fig. 5. The main components of ADQDA and the links between them: (1) coding view, (2) affinity diagram
view, (3) meta affinity diagram view.

4.1

Main Components

ADQDA consists of three main views: (1) a coding view, (2) an affinity diagram view, and (3) a
meta-diagram view, as shown in fig. 5.
Coding View. By default, the system opens the coding view, which contains the document under
analysis (fig. 5A) and a “notes panel” (fig. 5B). To import an document, user clicks the “import”
button and paste their text into the window that popped up. User navigates through documents
using the document list and highlights content while reading. Once an excerpt get highlighted in
the document, a corresponding note is automatically generated in the “notes panel”. Long clicking
or touching a highlight will navigate to the corresponding note and vice versa (fig. 5C). Doubleclicking/tapping on this note (fig. 5B) lets the user tag the note with an existing (autocompleted)
code or by entering a new one. When accessed on a mobile phone, the display is adapted to focus
on the document, showing only highlights until clicked.
Diagramming View. Users can switch the current view to an existing affinity diagram or create a
new one using the navigation menu at the bottom. Multiple diagrams can be created by giving each
a unique name. As shown in fig. 5(2), an affinity diagram can contain two types of notes: standard
notes (colored in yellow) containing data extracted from the source document; and theme-notes
(colored in blue) containing user-assigned messages, often keywords that describe a given cluster in
the diagram. Users can create theme-notes by double-clicking/tapping on the diagram background.
All notes can be dragged around in space as in physical affinity diagrams. The theme-notes together
with the notes grouped around it form clusters(fig. 5E). Every cluster can be moved as a unit by
activating a toggle on its theme note. Moving a note within a 10 pixel tolerance of a cluster adds it,
and moving it away removes it from a cluster. The corresponding note is tagged/untagged with the
cluster’s theme note, which is displayed in both the note and its corresponding coding view. When
the content of a theme note is updated, all related tags are synchronized to the updates as well.
Meta-Diagramming View. Meta-diagrams are used to perform higher-level analyses. In the metadiagram view, standard notes are hidden by default, and (blue) theme-notes become standard
(yellow) notes to be clustered under higher-level theme-notes (fig. 5(3)). Long-pressing the empty
space in any diagram background brings up a pie menu, where users can choose to go to another
diagram in the same analysis hierarchy. For example, choosing the “up-arrow” option in a basic
affinity diagram redirects the current page to its corresponding meta-diagram (if there is any) or
automatically generates a new one; choosing the “down-arrow” in a meta-diagram redirects to its
lower-level diagram.
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Fig. 6. Analysts work in different contexts across the analysis processes with ADQDA, e.g., (a) coding in a
laptop (b) collaborative diagramming in a wall-sized display (c) collaboratively developing multiple diagrams
from different analytic lens, with mobile phone(s) to check notes’ contexts.

4.2

Distributing Views across Users & Devices

In ADQDA, each view can have multiple same or different instances opened in heterogeneous displays and can be manipulated by multiple users both synchronously or asynchronously. Developed
as a web application, users can access it through a single URL link and then choose a desired view
using the navigation menu. Multiple instances of the same view are synchronized, such as moving
a note in one affinity diagram causes that note to move in the diagram opened on another device.
A name tag appears below the note to indicate who is currently moving it.
We list a few examples to demonstrate how ADQDA could be appropriated under different
situations. A single user can code the data with her laptop and arrange the notes on a larger screen
(figure 6a); multiple users can collaborate on a same affinity diagram using a wall-size display
(figure 6b); or multiple users can work on individual affinity diagrams by adopting multiple displays
at hand and put them side-by-side to compare (figure 6c).
4.3

Iterating between Analytic Phases

ADQDA automatically generates a note for each highlight in each existing diagram in real time.
These notes are further linked to their source documents, and to those in other diagrams. In a
diagram, users can click the “show me more” menu on a note to open it in the corresponding
transcript on a pre-registered device, such as a phone or tablet. Additional devices can be registered
by navigating to the session’s URL on the new device. As shown in fig.7, when long pressing a note,
either in diagram view or coding view, it will highlight in all views to help users locate a specific
note in multiple places. Multiple views can be opened simultaneously on different devices, allowing
users to make comparisons by simply switching their attention from one display to another.
Considering diagrams in different hierarchical levels, by default, information generated in one
hierarchy level is hidden in another level, but can be acquired on demand: In the basic affinity diagram, users can turn on “show meta info” mode to examine corresponding meta cluster information.
A tag will appear on the theme-note if it is clustered to a higher-level theme. In a meta-diagram,
users can expand notes to reveal the individual notes they collect at the lower level. This expansion
preserves the spatical arrangement in the lower level to maintain spatial cognition [35]. However,
users can not edit the clusters across different levels.
4.4

Mapping Coding and Diagramming

In ADQDA, to maintain analysis coherence and consistency–notes and highlights, tags and themenotes, and hierarchical codes and meta-diagrams–are treated as different views of the same entity.
The system maintains a bijection between coding concepts and their equivalent diagramming
concepts, as described below.
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Fig. 7. Two different affinity diagrams on two large displays, and a coding view opened in a laptop. Long
press a note in any of them highlights notes with same content in the others.

Mapping Diagramming Activities to Coding: In diagramming view, grouping a note to a given cluster
tags that note with its theme, and removing it from the cluster untags it. These add or deletion of
tags are synchronised in the coding view. If a same note has been clustered in different diagrams,
it thus has multiple tags. These tags are all revealed in the coding view. While when viewed in a
diagram, the note only appears in its own cluster(s); tags from other diagrams are not shown to
avoid distraction. Deleting a note from a diagram removes it from that view, but does not remove it
from other views. Whereas deleting it in the coding view removes it in all diagrams.
Mapping Coding Activities to Diagramming: Though notes and highlights, and theme-notes and
codes are conceptually equivalent, they are not identical. Affinity diagrams are inherently spatial,
whereas tags/codes are not. Coding an excerpt does not provide spatial information necessary to
determine its notes’ position in a diagram. It is possible to algorithmically position such notes, but
this spatial arrangement also plays a part in the user’s mental model.
To deal with this asymmetry, we introduce two design concepts: “messy pile” and “inbox, outbox”.
The “messy pile” is a region in the left of each diagram (fig. 5D). When an excerpt gets highlighted,
a note containing same content is created in the “messy pile” of all existing diagrams. When users
create a new tag/code, the system prompts the user to indicate which, if any, diagram the tag
should apply and creates a new theme note in the “messy pile” of that diagram. In ADQDA, each
theme-note has an “inbox” and an “outbox”, as shown in fig. 8 (left). If a note is tagged to a theme
from the coding view, it will be put in the theme-note’s “inbox” in a thumbnail format. Similarly, if
a note is removed from that theme from coding view, it will be put in the theme-note’s “outbox”.
Users can drag these thumbnails into a specific position in the cluster or just choose “drop in” option
to let the system automatically puts the note(s) in the cluster. In this way, users can distinguish the
updates caused by coding, and can choose between automation and manual allocation of notes’
positions.
The “inbox, outbox” concept not only addresses the asymmetric mapping problem, but also helps
the user keep track of changes in other views or by other collaborators. For example, a user might
retag a snippet in the coding view but not realize that will alter its associated diagrams.
4.5

Implementation

We build ADQDA on top of Webstrates [40] using standard web technologies (HTML, JavaScript,
CSS). Webstrates provides web page synchronization, thus allows multiple users collaboratively
edit a document in real time. The key mechanism in ADQDA is called transclusion, a technique of
dynamic embedding documents within another. Fig. 8 (right) shows the document transclusion
structure in ADQDA. Based on a user’s choice, the “ADQDA UI” dynamically transcludes required
web page (coding, diagram, meta-diagram) as current active view. These views further injects
scripts and style rules to control the look and behavior based on the specific analysis content stored
in the Database pages (e. g. position of notes, cluster information).
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Fig. 8. Left: The “inbox, outbox” of a theme note. Users can track the updates caused by coding. They can
expand a thumbnail to check the note, and manually drag it to the cluster or choose "drop in" to let the
system automatically assign the position. Right: The transclusion structure for ADQDA in implementation.

5

DEMONSTRATION SCENARIOS

In this section, we use a set of application scenarios to probe the utility and novelty of the ADQDA
prototype. These scenarios present “design rationale, a vision of what could be, expected scenarios
of use, reflections, [and] case studies”, which Greenberg and Buxton argue are more appropriate
forms of validation [28] for this kind of work.
Scenario 1. Appropriating Digital Devices. Alice and Bob meet in a lab room to analyze interview
transcripts. The room has a wall-sized interactive display, an interactive table, and Alice and Bob’s
own laptops, phones, and tablets. They each open the transcripts on their laptops and begin coding
them in ADQDA. They highlight pertinent snippets of the transcripts while they read. After going
through a few participants, Alice moves to the wall while Bob continues to code transcripts. She
loads the URL for their analysis session and creates a new affinity diagram, which automatically
contains the extracted snippet in a pile in the corner of the display. While she organizes these
snippets, Bob’s new snippets continue to be added to pile. Meanwhile, Charles, working from
his office in another city, joins the analysis by opening Alice’s diagram on his laptop. They work
collaboratively, following each other’s notes as they move around in real time on the shared diagram,
Alice using her fingers and Charles his mouse. Charles decides he would rather not pan around in
the diagram, so he walks down the hall to his studio and opens the diagram on its interactive board.
Discussion: This scenario illustrates multiple users working in different places and with different
types of devices using ADQDA. The users are able to choose the available devices best suited to
their task at hand, extending the environment or switching devices by merely opening the shared
session URL and choosing the shared artifact (transcripts or diagrams) to work on.
Scenario 2. Iterative Sensemaking. Joining Alice on the wall, Bob realizes he is not sure of the
meaning of one of the notes. He uses the menu on the note to send it to his phone, which he
had previously registered with the session by opening its URL. His phone displays the pertinent
transcript focused on the selected snippet. Meanwhile, Alice is not sure that a note is in the right
category. She sends it to her tablet, finding in the transcript that the underlying meaning was
misinterpreted without its surrounding context. She continues to read the rest of the transcript
to make sure that the other snippets have not been similarly misconstrued. In the transcript, the
diagrams’ category labels appear as tags on each snippet (Figure 5a), so she can make sure that
each tag makes sense. She re-tags several misidentified snippets and adds a few more snippets as
she identifies new themes that had not emerged before.
Meanwhile, Bob and Charles continue working on their shared diagram. Alice’s new notes now
appear in the uncategorized pile on the diagram, while each of the notes she has re-tagged in
the transcripts now appears in its new theme’s “inbox” and its old theme’s “outbox” (Figure 8).
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Collectively, they walk through each of the items in inbox to make sure that they agree with this
new categorization before either dragging the note into place in its new cluster, letting the system
do so automatically, or sending it back to its old cluster.
Discussion: This scenario shows how analysts can smoothly iterate between different phases of
analysis using ADQDA, from coding to diagramming and back again, throughout a given analysis
session. Each analytic artifact reveals different contextual information through its spatial construct
that the analyst needs to be able to fluidly navigate as the analysis evolves. Similarly, different
analyses may be better suited to different devices, whether ephemeral in nature or more focused.
Scenario 3. Creating alternative analysis. Some days later, Alice, Bob, and Charles decide to reanalyze the data, focusing on how participants use their artifacts rather than just on the types
of artifacts under study. Alice creates a new affinity diagram from the same set of transcripts,
which loads all of the notes into the initial pile. The three of them collectively build their new
diagram, Alice and Bob in their lab and Charles in his home office. Once the diagram has taken
shape, Alice and Bob gather around the table in their lab and load the initial diagram. As they
select notes in the new diagram, they highlight in the initial one, helping them to compare the
relationship between the different analyses. Charles does not have a board in his home office,
so follows along in the transcripts view on his tablet. As Alice and Bob highlight notes in their
diagram, the corresponding snippet highlights in Charles’ view, showing any alternative tags it
may have from the other diagrams.
Discussion: This scenario shows how analysts can carry out parallel analyses of their data from
different analytic lenses, but still maintain a link between them. The analysts can treat these
analyses as independent, focusing on just the one, as we see in the first part of the scenario, or they
can compare across them, as in the second part. To help facilitate such comparison, the different
users can bring in the different available devices to extend the space for their analysis. Similarly,
they can collaborate asymmetrically, as when Charles works along from the transcript view.
Scenario 4. Developing Higher-level Concepts with Meta-Diagrams. Alice, Bob, and Charles agree
that both diagrams reveal essential facets of the collected data. Alice and Bob begin a meta-analysis
of the first diagram, looking for higher level concepts. They create a new meta-diagram, which
transforms theme notes from the first diagram into regular notes in the new diagram. They further
import the theme notes from the second diagram, allowing them to combine the themes from
both analyses into a single higher-order analysis. As Alice is combining two notes into a common
theme, she wants to make sure she is correctly interpreting the theme’s label. She first expands the
note to reveal its associated snippets to confirm before them grouping the two themes together.
Meanwhile, Charles continues refining the second diagram on the board in his studio. To ensure a
shared understanding of both diagrams and to follow along as his themes are organized into new
higher-level concepts, Charles turns on the “show meta info” mode.
Discussion: The first part of this scenario illustrates how users can transition between analytic
phases, while still maintaining links to higher or lower levels of abstraction. The second part of the
scenario illustrates how multiple users can simultaneously iterate on different analyses at different
levels of abstraction.
Summary. Through these scenarios, we show the importance of a holistic approach to qualitative
data analysis. Different tools might exist to solve specific aspects of the analysis, from coding
to affinity diagramming and meta-analysis, but if they do not support multiple analytic phases,
methods, and lenses, then they introduce barriers that inhibit iterative analysis. Similarly tools
should support diverse artifact ecologies. While different tools exist that address parts of these
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phases, we argue that their combination is greater than the sum of their parts. ADQDA provides
a rudimentary proof-of-concept implementation of the design space, but as the scenarios show,
enables types of analysis and collaboration configurations that are impossible or cumbersome with
current tools. As such, it raises the ceiling by enabling new collaborative analyses and lowers the
threshold by reducing interactive viscosity across transitions [48, 49].
6
6.1

DISCUSSION
Qualitative Sensemaking as A Holistic Process

Affinity diagramming, when used to analyze qualitative data, differs from creative tasks in its
procedures and characteristics. Rather than generating [26], analysts start with examine existing
materials like interview transcripts. An extra conceptual method of coding could be introduced to
the process, adding additional analysis activities and challenges.
Qualitative data analysis generally involves a wide variety of analysis activities that make up
a part of the holistic process of sensemaking, as shown in fig. 3. Many current tools either focus
on specific parts of this design space, a specific ordering or sequence to them, or specific types of
analysis. Most of our participants did not explicitly make significant iterations between coding
and diagramming. This could be due to the different types of qualitative analysis involved. P2 and
the authors do make such iterations, but also perform coding-based analysis. P1 and P3, on the
other hand, did not perform a specific coding phase. Beyond differences in analytic contexts, we
suspect this lack of iterations between coding and diagramming is also likely due to the fact that
current tools make that so hard to do. P2 does, but had to wrestle with many pragmatic hurdles to
accomplish such analysis chains. We (the authors) do combine these phases frequently in our own
analyses and created many features of ADQDA to “scratch our own itch.”
ADQDA takes a holistic approach to data analysis, aiming to maintain links across all parts of
the data and analytic artifacts. Other approaches oriented around more specific-purpose tools could
potentially provide a viable alternative solution, but would require advances in robust re-usable
representations of the data and working analysis artifacts to streamline data exchange across these
tools (similarly to the way Unix tools are readily combinable with the | operator).
6.2

Limitations

Prototype Limitations. The primary focus of the ADQDA prototype is to support transitions between
analysis phases and methods and create ad-hoc cross-device analysis environments for the tasks
at hand. As such, support for coding and affinity diagrams could be considered minimum viable
product: it provides basic support for coding textual transcripts and for rearranging snippets and
groups of snippets, clustering, and annotating snippets in affinity diagrams.
Richer interactions for multi-touch gestures [59], provenance and history tracking [14], or
large-scale interaction techniques such as Bring and Go [47] or portals [7], etc.. are not currently
implemented. There are currently no additional visualisations or color coding to convey, for example,
the stability of clusters or to reinforce participant numbers or participant roles (e. g., managers vs.
executives vs. workers).
While the implementation is designed with collaboration as an explicit design goal, there is little
support for in-system coordination. All such coordination must currently be done out-of-band
using teleconferencing or using ad-hoc social conventions (such as jiggling a note for a shared
focus). Finally, ADQDA is implemented using Webstrates [40], a research prototype environment.
It can handle around a hundred simultaneous connections and tens of simultaneous edits to the
same shared document. It is built on web technologies with their associated constraints.
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Conceptual Limitations. Beyond the technical limitations of the current prototype, there are also
conceptual limitations in the current approach and design, especially related to collaboration, device
heterogeneity, and conceptual compatibility between different views.
Our system supports various collaboration modes, multiple users can be colocated or remote, on
the same device or different devices, simultaneously or asynchronously. Conceptually, however,
different interactions are better suited to each of these scenarios. For example, a technique that
work well to highlight a given note across multiple views for a single user might distract or confuse
other users. Different incompatible interaction techniques might be better suited to multiple users
working on the same wall vs. multiple users collaborating across distant walls. Furthermore, the
various collaboration scenarios might also rely on different kinds of awareness mechanisms [23, 53].
Similarly, the different views are currently only minimally adapted to the constraints of the
device [51]. For example, displaying a wall-sized diagram on a smaller display such as a laptop
or a smartphone currently uses a mix of panning and zooming. It is both useful and possible, but
awkward. Moreover, it assumes that the relative dimensions of the canvas will not vary across
devices. For input, touch and click events are currently treated as equivalent, but little additional
support is currently made to handle the different input modalities of different devices.
Finally, the underlying design of the approach assumes that it is possible to define a consistent
mapping to maintain dynamic links between all related analysis artifacts. For example, a note in a
transcript must maintain a link to its snippet in an affinity diagram, but under certain scenarios
such a bijection may be untenable or impossible to maintain across different layers of abstraction.
7

CONCLUSIONS

We present a design space and a vision for collaborative, cross-device support for affinity diagramming in qualitative data analysis. In it, users may work alone or in collaboration across the different
activities and representations of qualitative data analysis. The different phases of analysis, from
coding to organizing individual observations into concepts, associating and categorizing related
concepts should all fit into an iterative sensemaking process, where different phases of analysis
can be started or resumed as makes sense for the individual analyst. Users may migrate between
different interactive devices such as phones, tablets, tables, boards, and walls as they see fit for the
analytic task at hand. Moreover, they can combine these devices to work in conjunction.
We have presented a proof-of-concept implementation, ADQDA, that implements this vision
using Webstrates [40]. In it, joining a shared analysis session involves simply opening its URL on
the desired device and choosing the desired view to display. We use this tool to demonstrate such
collaborative qualitative data analysis using affinity diagrams.
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